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Peacock Bracelet
by Laura Doyle
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Color Stop Thread Sheet

www.machinecrossstitch.com

Cotton Cotton Rayon Rayon Rayon Polyester

Stop 50wt 60wt 40wt 40wt 40wt 40wt
# DMC Color Name Stitch Part DMC Mettler Sulky Rob/Ant Madeira Isacord
1 Black** centers 310 3 1005 2296 1074 20
2 Metallic Royal Blue centers 7016
3 Metallic Emerald centers,feathers 5833 7018
4 Metallic Turquiose centers 4101 7015
5 Metallic Copper centers,feathers 7011 9842
6 Chartreuse Bright centers 704 903 1332 2321 1074 5610
7 Pistachio Grn Medium feathers 320 549 1276 2278 1098 5101
8 Pistachio  Grn Very Dk feathers 319 850 1174 2392 1028 5555
9 Metallic Forest Green centers 7056
10 Metallic Gold border 7007
11 Metallic Copper backstitch feathers 7011 9842

Design #               Sizes
#4337  16 ct   45 x 239mm (1.77 x 9.39”)
#4338  18 ct   42 x 223mm (1.65 x 8.76”)
Total Stitches - 36,577

**NOTE: Stop #1 is optional when stitching on black fabric. Skip stop #1 only if stitching on black fabric!

Suggestions for Metallics: Use metallic threads 
whenever possible. Check in your local shop for 
Superior Metallics #7, N56,N24,N28,N27,N30 and 
N38. We also suggest trying Madiera Copper and 
Yenmet Metallics.

Illustrated to right:
 Right: Bracelet with design #4338.  

Note: Instructions for bracelet 
assembly on page 25.

Models stitched with DMC 50wt cotton 
and Sulky Metallics.

Note: Disregard black dot on this scan.
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Watchband Assembly Instructions
1. After stitching is complete, trim 3/8” around three sides. Then cut into where stitching ends at a right angle and 
extend the watch slot fabric 1 ¼” the same width as the stitching. Fray check around this as it will be the raw edge 
you will be working with to attach band to the watch. Fray check bottom short end also.

2. Cut four pieces of 3/8” black grosgrain ribbon into 4” lengths. Press over ends on the short sides.

3. “Hook” folded edge of ribbon over top raw edge and top stitch (machine or hand) ribbon on both long sides close 
to the metallic edge.

4. Press bottom raw edge up and grosgrain ribbon sides together. Unwrap watch face. With tweezers, pull the 
unstitched fabric through the slot so the stitching meets the face. Fold down and hand stitch fi rmly to the wrong 
side of the stitching. Now hand stitch ribbon sides together from end to center of the band up to the watch slot. On 
the pointed end, miter the stitched fabric only-the ribbon should be straight across below the miter. Folding under 
of the grosgrain on both ends requires patience!

5. Handle the watch carefully to avoid battery malfunction. To start the battery press in watch face stem.

6. Stitch sew on snaps to each end positioning to the size of your wrist. (or sew on tiny Velcro dots)

Bracelet Assembly Instructions
1. After stitching is complete, trim within 1/4” of stitching. Press raw edges toward wrong side.

2. Cut a piece of ultra suede using the fi nished stitching as a pattern. With fi ne stitches hand sew ultra suede to 
bracelet.

3. Add snaps, Velcro tabs, or hook & eye to wrist size desired. Add decorative button to top tab if desired.


